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7. 2004-2008 - Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Publishing House Promocja 

XXI Sp. z o.o.  

8. 1989-2004 - Chairman of the Board of Publishing House PAW Sp. z o.o. 

9. 1986-1990 - Editor-in-Chief of the "IT, Computers, Systems" magazine. 

10. 1983-1986 - Journalist.  

11. 1980-1983 - Military Institute of IT, programmer, system operator, lecturer. 
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Media logistics as a sub-discipline of media science 
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Monographs:  

1. „IKS – IT, Computers, Systems. 1986-1989. Case Study”: SFB, ID UW, 

Warsaw 2016, 228. 

2. “Media logistics. Printing”. SFB, ID UW, Warsaw 2016, 220. 

 

Thematic Lexicon: 

3. “Thematic Lexicon. Management, IT". W. Gogołek, W. Cetera. WDiNP UW, 

Warsaw 2014, 246. 
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4. “Polish Printing in Transition”. “Economics and Organisation of Enterprise” 

2015/2(781), p. 90–103. 

5.  “TV licence fee or the mission – a step towards economic”. “Economics and 

Organisation of Enterprise” 2015/11, p. 110–121. 

6. “Media logistics. Economics and Organisation of Enterprises”. EaOE 2016/2, 

p. 26–35. 

7. „The Wffectiveness of Innovations in the Polish Printing Industry”. EaOE 

2016/7, p.19-30. 

8. „The Nationalisation of the Polish Printing Industry”. Case Study. “Printing 
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9. “The Availability of Internet Services for People with Disabilities”. XVII 

International Scientific and Technical Conference on “Ergonomic Disability - 

Social and Occupational Integration”. Łódź 2015. 

10. “IT, Computers, Systems - Case Study". HIGH-TECH behind Iron Curtain, 

electronics, computers and control systems in People’s Republic of Poland. 

Katowice, 23–24.09.2015. 

11. “Media Logistics - Identity of Discipline.” [In:] “Logistics and administration 

in the media - theoretical and applied aspects, identity - digitization - printing 

industry". W. Cetera, A. Opolska-Bielańska [ed.]. WDiNP UW, Warszawa 

2016. 
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12. “Dynamics of changes in the printing sector". B. Ziewiec, J. Grzegorek, M. 
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applied aspects.” W. Cetera, K. Kowalik [ed.]. WDiNP UW, Warszawa 2015. 

 

Editorial of the collective work: 

13. “Logistics and administration in the media - theoretical and applied aspects.” 

W. Cetera, K. Kowalik [ed.]. WDiNP UW, Warszawa 2015. 
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14. “Logistics and administration in the media - theoretical and applied aspects.” 

W. Cetera, A. Opolska-Bielańska [ed.]. WDiNP UW, Warszawa 2016 

 

Impact factor – 72 

Indeks Hirscha (Harzing’s Publish Or Perish) – 2 

 

After defending my dissertation, my research interests focused primarily on the issues of 

media transformation and the evolution of their technological and organisational base, which 

is currently a constituent of the new expanding field of education and the emerging sub-

discipline within media science, i.e. media logistics. My research interests also include issues 

related to the use of information technology which dates back to the 1980s, during the period 

of widespread interest in microcomputers and the development of large-scale computer press 

for young people.  

Overall, my research interests in my post-doctoral dissertation period encompasses the 

following four areas: 

1. The role of IT magazines issued in the 1980s in the contemporary digitization 

process. 

2. Transformation of the printing industry and its position in the Polish economy. 

3. The development of a new discipline of research and education - media 

logistics. 

4. Media economics in respect of new technologies as well as innovation 

management and its effectiveness. 

At the same time, I tried to make my research activity useful and applicable in business 

practice. 

 

 

A. Presentation of the scientific goal and achieved results with their practical use: 

a. IKS – IT, Computers, Systems. 1986-1989. Case study 

The material evidence of my research on evolution and media history is the monograph "IKS 

- IT, Computers, Systems. 1986-1989. Case Study” which covers the first years of massive 

interest in computers. At that time, the first electronic devices were brought into general use - 

computers as ZX Spektrum, Amiga, and Atari appeared in Polish houses. I was the founder 
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and chief editor of one of the first educational magazines devoted to the promulgation of 

information technology. It appeared in a circulation of 200 thousand copies.  

  

Media is an innovative sector of the economy. It is dominated by three elements: human - 

creative author and demanding recipient, and increasingly, modern technology and good 

management. The consistency and interdependence of these dominant elements can be easily 

observed. Technological progress and the implementation of information technology change 

the form of the media. Journalists’ professional skills are inextricably linked to technology 

today. At the same time, modern information technologies through new forms of gathering, 

processing and distribution of information are conducive to the emergence of new media. 

Consequently, a hybrid in the form of media logistics, combining elements of information 

technology, economics, marketing and management, becomes a natural research and 

educational area. 

It also means that from the point of view of the company which is the case of every 

publishing house that strives to actively participate in economic life and strengthen its 

position on the market, it is crucial to build competitive advantage through the use of 

innovative technologies and modern organisational and marketing solutions, as well as the 

effective management of social capital which can create innovative behaviours of both people 

and companies.  

The current digitalisation process in Poland began in the 1980s, when the fascination with 

computer science encompassed a large number of consumers, mainly young people. As a 

result, the great majority of computer enthusiasts of the time are now involved in creating 

changes and often take leadership in that respect.  

Although the sudden interest in microcomputers in Poland dates back to the eighties, the 

presence of computer technology was already a fact.  The monograph "IKS - IT, Computers, 

Systems. 1986-1989. Case Study” is devoted to the beginnings of digitization understood as 

an educational process addressed mainly to young people. This study is an attempt to indicate 

the determinants of the functioning of the medium. The determinants among which were and 

remained to be politics, mission, social situation (including IT knowledge) and the 

environment affecting management, as well as technologies and infrastructure. Aside from the 

dimension of historical documentation, the essential feature of this monograph is that it points 

to the important element of observable regularities, which can be regarded as noteworthy, an 

innovative component of the Science of Media.  
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It is worth adding that in Poland professional computer science for industrial applications 

and mass data processing already existed at that time. Large mathematical machines, later 

called computers, of the Odra series were manufactured at the Elwro factory in Wrocław. 

They represented, among others, the basic equipment of Plants of Electronic Computing 

Techniques (Zakłady Elektronicznej Techniki Obliczeniowej ZETO). Mathematical 

machines, however, were a closed and inaccessible world for most of society.  

The topic of the monograph is the analysis of the monthly "IKS - IT, Computers, Systems" 

and "Computer Program Notebooks". Both titles appeared in the years 1986-1989 as 

periodicals of the Publishing House "Military Journals". They were released as a supplement 

to "Żołnierz Wolności” ("Soldier of Freedom") - a journal that supported martial law and as a 

military apparatus was a propaganda mouthpiece of the government of that time. This fact is 

extremely intriguing from the point of view of the monthly magazine. Besides what seems to 

be a rather interesting contribution to the history of the media, "IKS" came into being after a 

period when cybernetics was considered hostile, imperialist science. 

Due to the data query, it is significant that in the years 1986-1989 the author was the chief 

editor of the "IKS" monthly. Therefore, in order to preserve objectivity of the analysis, more 

significance was attached in the monograph to objective quantitative methods. The author 

aimed to base qualitative analyses on the opinions of other authors as well as the reception 

and opinions of the readers. 

It is also important to note how extremely poor the literature dealing with the issues of the 

IT press coming out in the period under discussion was. The few publications that were 

released appeared only in the eighties of the last century. However, they did not include high-

circulation IT press. Numerous websites nowadays treat this issue vaguely, listing only the 

press titles in the context of the sentimental memories of today's IT professionals, as well as 

those who are retired. However, for the sake of accuracy, it should be noted that there are also 

a dozen websites offering direct access to archival editions1. In addition, back issues of 

"Bajtek," "Komputer" and "IKS" are sold on websites (e.g. Allegro). Literature studies and 

                                                 
1
 These are, among others (without auction pages): 

https://mac.gov.pl/projekty/program-zintegrowanej-informatyzacji-panstwa-do-2020-r/ [dostęp 2017.04.20]; 

https://pebx.pl/t/iks-miesiecznik-numery-archiwalne.621737/ [dostęp 2017.04.20]; 

http://stare.e-gry.net/czasopisma/iks-informatyka-komputery-systemy/ [dostęp 2017.04.20]; 

http://www.reduksy.pl/category/uncategorized/pozostale-reduksy/ [dostęp 2017.04.20]; 

 https://archive.org/details/InformatykaKomputerySystemyKompletPLJPG /[dostęp 2017.04.20]; 

http://allearchiwum.pl/klasy-386-i-slabsze-6951/0,0/ [dostęp 2017.04.20]. 

 

https://mac.gov.pl/projekty/program-zintegrowanej-informatyzacji-panstwa-do-2020-r
https://pebx.pl/t/iks-miesiecznik-numery-archiwalne.621737/
http://stare.e-gry.net/czasopisma/iks-informatyka-komputery-systemy
http://www.reduksy.pl/category/uncategorized/pozostale-reduksy/
https://archive.org/details/InformatykaKomputerySystemyKompletPLJPG
http://allearchiwum.pl/klasy-386-i-slabsze-6951/0,0
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Internet queries completed the documentation collected by the author on the publication of 

"IKS".  

The second half of the eighties is perceived as a period of economic decline and social 

helplessness. Meanwhile, contrary to the prevailing conviction of widespread economic 

impotence and the existence of unstoppable obstacles (for Wilczek's law, which finally 

implemented the principle that what is not forbidden is allowed, one had to wait two more 

years), magazines devoted to microcomputers appeared on the market in unprecedented mass 

circulation. In addition to magazines for professionals that had a circulation of a few thousand 

copies, monthlies were released in a number of copies equal to the circulation of daily outlays 

daily press.  

 “IKS - IT, Computers, Systems "was addressed primarily to young people, who most 

often could not afford microcomputers. In addition, the magazine was issued by a military 

publisher and the editorial team functioned within the structure of the "Soldier of Freedom" 

journal, which had a terrible reputation. Meanwhile, the magazine became successful and its 

circulation reached 200,000 copies. The analysis of this editorial project from today's media 

science perspective is very interesting. Especially because never, even in the years of market 

economy, free access to once-regulated paper, at a time without censorship as well as 

widespread use of computers, laptops, notebooks, smartphones, no journal devoted to this 

subject has ever reached a similar circulation.  

Therefore, the main purpose of the author was to define the mission of the monthly "IKS - 

IT, Computers, Systems". It was primarily computer education, i.e. the promulgation of 

knowledge about computers, programs and programming. The magazine popularised this 

knowledge in the years 1986-1989.  

From this point of view, answers to the following questions are important: 

1. What topics were discussed in the magazine? 

2. What were the proportions of publications on specific topics? 

3. What initiatives did the editorial team undertake? 

4. What forms of journalism were used in the magazine? 

5. Although the editorial team functioned under the structure of "Soldier of Freedom", 

did it maintain its independence in terms of the magazine's content? 

 

To answer these questions, an analysis of the press content has been carried out. The 

author based the analysis on Walery Pisarek's (1983) approach to this issue, according to 

whom press content analysis is a set of different techniques of systematic research of 
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communication streams or sets, involving distinguishing and identifying as objectively as 

possible (in practice usually: intersubjectively compatible) their possibly clear, formal or 

content elements and as precisely as possible (in practice: quantitative) estimating the 

distribution of occurrence of these elements, as well as mainly comparative reasoning, aiming 

to gain knowledge about other elements and conditions of the communication process through 

gaining knowledge about the content of communications. Analysis of the contents of the press 

should therefore have the following characteristics (Pisarek 2007): it must take into account 

only the syntactic and semantic elements of the message; it must be objective, systematic, and 

quantitative. 

It is worth noting that computer press had not been a subject of the analysis so far. This 

subject, although extremely attractive in the 1980s, was outside the area of press research. The 

only publication on this subject (W. M. Kolasa, "Computer Press in Poland - History and 

Statistics", 2001) was a presentation of the titles and suggested their typology, including the 

ones that appeared in the years 1989-2000. 

The monograph shows the origins of the magazine "IKS - IT, Computers, Systems", and 

its characteristics in terms of logistics of publishing technical issues, as well as editorial and 

financial issues. On the other hand, in the quantitative and qualitative analysis, the typology of 

materials specific to this kind of issue has been taken into account.  

The partially preserved archive is significant from the point of view of the functioning of 

the editorial team and its relationship with the readers. The letters and questionnaires sent to 

the editorial team by the readers are in fact an opportunity to get to know readers of the 

monthly and their needs. 

"IKS" appeared from 1986 to 1989. Beside "Bajtek" and "Computer", it was one of the 

first high-circulation IT magazines in Poland and, what is important, although the legendary 

today "Byte" magazine was being issued since 1975, it remained on a close level in terms of 

being up to date technologically.  

According to A. W. Gouldner (1976), it is the development of communication technologies 

that has a direct effect on changes in contemporary political history. Thus, the year 1986 in 

Poland, the moment when three high-circulation magazines devoted to new technologies 

appeared on the market can confirm this hypothesis.  

However, D. McQuail (2007) believes that "the birth of the age of information announced 

by the mass media sets a new and separate historical path". In this context, the presence of 

mass computer magazines on the Polish market can be regarded as a harbinger of fundamental 

changes. The unprecedented activity of the readers of "IKS" in the mid-eighties of the last 
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century, during the economic impotence of the country and the political dominance of a 

decaying ideology can be considered as the creation of an intellectual foundation of the 

ongoing process of digitisation. Probably from a generational point of view, it is the readers of 

computer magazines in the 1980s of the XX century who today are on the side of the 

constructors of the "Internet society". This confirms the importance of the accuracy of the 

medium's mission and its significance. This activity of the readers proves their interest in the 

subject matter and the value of the published materials. This was, apart from the attractiveness 

of the content of the magazine, proof of the importance of independence and objectivity of the 

presented materials. At that time, none of the censors had enough competence to interfere 

with the content published in the "IKS". This fact affirms the ever-present fundamental 

importance of the independence of content presented by the media. 

The four-year presence of high-circulation computer monthlies on the Polish market 

cannot be found in calendar of events of particular importance for the digitalisation of Poland. 

The year 1986 is associated more with the Chernobyl disaster than with the first 

implementations of Windows 1. However, it was the press that favoured the computer 

education of readers in 1986. It was not until 1993 that super-fast links were established, 

CERN made access to the World Wide Web a year later, the same year the Yahoo browser 

was launched, and users had to wait until 1998 for Google. 

The 1980s in Poland were the beginning of a process of intensive IT education which is 

practically continuing today. It resulted from the development of information technology in 

the world in the second half of the twentieth century which determined the emergence of new 

social and economic phenomena. This in turn was the source of many revolutionary changes. 

It is no wonder that this period is now called the "communication revolution", the 

"information age" and the "third wave"2 or "global village", as defined by M. McLuhan in 

1962. Assessments made in retrospect synthetically capture the nature of this process. For the 

creators (co-creators) of editorial initiatives in those times, the set path was not so obvious. 

Naturally, the editors of "IKS" had a generally outlined ideology: First you have to learn to 

think; think clearly and unequivocally formulate your views, because the machine does not 

tolerate ambiguities and though it executes orders quickly and flawlessly, it does not think. 

Information technology is primarily its professional use - here the figures speak the truth: 

only.  

                                                 
2
 Alvin Toffler, Third Wave, Ed. PIW 1997 p. 43 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media, Extension of Man, 

WNT, Warsaw 2004 
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The rapid development of microcomputer technology favoured the extraordinary 

popularity of IT. The dominant factor influencing this interest in Poland was entertainment. 

Computer games determined the popularity of microcomputers of the time, which from a data 

processing usability point of view did not have such significance. However, their presence in 

homes drastically reduced the distance to the latest technology. At the same time, games 

formed an educational medium which was to some extent a part of the mission of "IKS". In 

addition, computers in the hands of young users familiarised them to a large extent with 

computer science. This experience fully confirms the strength of the form of media carrier. 

The rapidly achieved high circulation of "IKS", as well as the aforementioned monthlies, 

was a proof of the extraordinary popularity of IT topics and the huge demand for information.  

 "IKS" aimed to meet these needs. It gave future IT specialists a chance to develop. The 

editorial team, unlike other magazines, was not focused on games and entertainment but tried 

to build the foundations of IT knowledge by publishing various types of programs, as well as 

conducting programming courses. This choice, of course, had its consequences - a relatively 

large volume of materials of an educational nature could limit the number of readers. In 

relation to "Bajtek" which published mainly games and their descriptions "IKS" had a serious 

educational profile. In his editorial team there were many professional computer scientists and 

academic teachers (now professors). Thanks to them, the published material presented a high 

substantive level. At insignificant, what should be emphasized, share of entertainment, that is 

games.  

After many conversations and discussions, and sometimes even disputes, the editors 

concluded that the distance to catch up in the rapidly changing reality of the eighties was so 

large that playing would be a waste of time. Education was therefore the main focal point. 

However, it turned out that it was games that provided a permanent group of readers and they 

were remembered the most by the readers. The "League of Thinkers" series and mathematical 

puzzles encouraged readers to get involved in programming. 

Observing from this perspective the presence of "IKS", it can be concluded that the 

magazine fit well into the educational process, which in the eighties still had a spontaneous 

nature. Therefore, the coherent education program proposed by the editors could play a 

positive role. Methodical courses published in the last issues of "Computer Program 

Notebooks" were among the first such publications addressed to novice IT enthusiasts.  

The monthly had a military publisher and benefited from the staff resources of the 

ministry. They were primarily experts from the Department of Cybernetics at the Military 

University of Technology in Warsaw and of the Military Institute of Information Technology. 
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“IKS” was initially treated with reserve, although it significantly differed in terms of its 

content from the topics addressed by the military press at that time. Thanks to consistent 

implementation of the accepted mission, said independence and avoiding censorship 

(incompetence of censors), despite political reality, the magazine's editors evaded the 

propaganda typical for the "Soldier of Freedom". 

Market success aroused an interest in both the title and its topics. On the one hand it had a 

number of readers mainly in the military environment, and on the other hand holders of the 

military press tried to capitalize on the market success of the magazine, using it for 

propaganda. The editors managed to protect the monthly against publications of this nature. 

The few articles related to the military concerned only the application techniques of a new 

medium or computer club activities in the military environment, which, like any environment, 

had similar problems - the lack of equipment.  

The military photos on the front page or photo coverage of military IT clubs that were 

present since issue no. 5 from 1987 can hardly be considered propaganda cultivated by the 

"Soldier of Freedom". Although the editor-in-chief of "IKS" was a member of the "Soldier of 

Freedom" editorial staff, which was supposed to emphasize the integrity of both editorial 

teams, it was possible to keep the monthly away from the main subject matter of the journal. 

Eventually, even the subtitle of "IKS" - a supplement to the "Soldier of Freedom" - remained 

irrelevant to readers. 

 "IKS" is now an exhibit at the Museum of Information Technology. The 6,185,000 copies 

of the magazine and its supplement, which entered the market in 1986-1989, left a lasting 

mark on the path to the computerisation of Poland. The "IKS" case study is an important 

source of information about the value of a medium's mission and how it was implemented, as 

well as an indication of the way to isolate oneself from politics. 

The success of the educational mission of "IKS" is confirmed by many of today's IT 

professionals who gained their first qualifications thanks to the computer press of the eighties. 

"IKS" also played a part in this. Its readers are influencing today's reality. In terms of the 

media, the development of media technology would not have been possible without gaining 

relevant competences. K. Jakubowicz (2011) notes that the cultural background, also taking 

into account the level of education, is essential in the development of the media. Hence the 

correlation between the mission fulfilled by computer magazines of 1980s and the process of 

digitisation is evident and unmistakable.   
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b. Media Logistics. Printing 

 

 

The study of the printing sector as a technological background for the media is an 

exemplification of my interests. The transformation of the media, determined by changes in 

this sphere, is today a process that is extremely intense and affecting not only the social 

functions of the media but also their surroundings, including the economy.  

It is even possible to put forward a thesis that precisely this transformation was a 

breakthrough moment in the process of creating media science. It means that technological 

changes constitute a significant element of this science. Technologies related to innovation 

processes and behaviour, as well as management point to one of the important foundations of 

media science - logistics. 

There is no doubt that media logistics, embedded in the social and technical sciences 

(Diagram 1), is an area of intensive research, including research into its identity as well as 

scope and subject of education, logistics uses new information technologies in the media and 

creates new publishers. Basic knowledge of physics, mathematics and computer science is an 

important complement to the standard set of social disciplines that accompanied the media to 

date. Thus, media logistics uses the methodologies of science so far outside the field of media 

science. It is obvious that a defined science cannot be limited to one approach. The 

determinants of media science, their origins, structure, function and application lead to 

include also the technical sciences and the accompanying sciences. These sciences are 

integrated within the discipline defined as media logistics, belonging by the functioning and 

application to media sciences. M. Jabłonowski and T. Gackowski (2015) retained in media 

sciences areas for development (sub-disciplines). Hence the presence of media logistics in 

them. 
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Diagram 1. Media logistics in relation to selected sciences (develop their own) 

 

New technologies systematically influence the media market, causing it to be restructured 

and significantly altering its image. Digitization, for example, caused departure from the 

traditional media - abandoning analogue media to date or at least limiting their use. This issue 

is directly related to my research into the printing industry which is a technological 

background for traditional media. This is primarily about intensifying the quest - in the sphere 

of logistics - the panacea to improve the condition of the printing industry. It is threatened, for 

example, by the internet which has served as a distribution channel of information and has 

effectively proved itself as an environment in which new media are emerging and developing. 

The work of a journalist and media employee has changed radically. Nowadays, it requires 

knowledge of new information technologies. It should be noted that the changes quickly 

encompassed all media stakeholders, defining new relationships between them.  

Media traditionally associated with the press, radio and television are the beneficiaries of 

information technology. At the same time, changes affecting them, particularly with regard to 

the printed press, have a significant impact on the entire printing industry which is a critical 

link in the chain of values functioning in the media industry.  

The printing industry, especially the fundamental determinants of its functioning, i.e. 

management and technology, the evolution of organisation and the absorption of innovation 
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has been analysed in the monograph "Media logistics. Printing”. Significant, even 

revolutionary, transformations in the printing business started in 1989 following abolition of 

censorship and rationing limitations. At the heart of the changes that took place in the past 

quarter century, there are small and medium-sized enterprises which constitute the vast 

majority of printing companies. Their ability to adapt to technological changes and new 

market needs has had a decisive influence on the development of Polish printing. Especially 

since the plans for the future could not have been based solely on the experiences of other 

countries but above all on their own practice and the ability to create tomorrow. Entrepreneurs 

in various areas of economic activity sought competitive advantage. Many of them did not 

make the right choices which led to the liquidation of their companies. It must be added that 

the effects of these choices were determined not only by the way of implementing the 

decisions taken but also by the external conditions of the printing plants.  

The monograph covers twenty-five years of the development of the printing industry in the 

Third Republic of Poland (1989-2014). Transformation of economic systems, launched in 

1989, caused that the private printing entrepreneurship has been created from scratch. 

However, its tradition must be sought much earlier. Therefore, the monograph extends into 

the first years after independence (1918-1939) and covers the post-war period (1945-1989).  

The first chapters of the book were devoted to the printing industry in the period between 

the two World Wars. Its analysis is based on available statistical information published in the 

"Small Statistical Yearbook" (1930, 1933, 1938) and literature studies and documented 

history of few Polish companies of that sector. These sources provide data confirming that in 

the times of the Second Polish Republic the printing industry belonged to the modern 

branches of industry. The work of the printer was very well paid and the highly qualified 

specialists, the machinists - printers or the linotypists, belonged to the working class elite in 

terms of remuneration. Thus, the printer profession was an elite group among other 

professions. This proves that technology was at that time the fundamental condition of the 

functioning of printing industry - an important component of the media.  

The level of Polish printing industry in the period between the two World Wars is 

demonstrated by the publishing activity in Wielkopolska. Numerous publications, often with 

high performance levels, as well as a variety of circulations testify to the technological and 

organisational capabilities of the printing industry. Of course, newspapers, books and other 

publications do not exhaust all the fields of its activity. It is difficult, however, for a more 

measurable picture of this sector, especially since there is no information on, for example, 
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packaging production or the scale of use of official forms which have also been the subject of 

procurement.  

In Polish literature the publications related to economic issues of the printing sector are 

very few (Jóźwiak 2010, Cetera 2007, 2008, 2009). Polish scientific centres, such as the 

Department of Papermaking and Printing (Lodz University of Technology), the Institution of 

Printing Technologies (Warsaw University of Technology) and the Research & Development 

Centre for the Graphic Arts (COBRPP) in Warsaw do not conduct research on the subject 

covered by this paper.  

All the studies and verified hypotheses carried out in printing industry, as well as the 

conclusions and proposals presented below have a unique character (one may even say 

pioneering in this sector), since similar research in the printing sector has not been undertaken 

so far, and in spite of functioning of the Research & Development Centre for the Graphic Arts 

is not conducted now. COBRPP is a limited-budget institution and the technology transfer 

function is perfectly carried out by the providers in this sector. 

The state of post-war printing industry in Poland was also described on the basis of 

statistical data. This image was supplemented by case studies from the available 

documentation contained in the Archives of New Records and retrieved by the author records 

of public court proceedings concerning the nationalization of the Polish industry. The 

reconstruction of post-war printing was illustrated by examples from the Western Territories 

and Kujawy. The term "reconstruction" is, however, a misuse in this case because often this 

process involved the nationalization of existing private enterprises. Although it was carried 

out in accordance with the law in force at that time, sometimes the printing industry was 

subject of deterioration. And so, less efficient state-owned enterprises were formed on the 

rubble of nationalized private enterprises.  

Statistical data from 1989-2014, though somewhat incomplete and aggregated according to 

various, changing criteria, illustrate the development of the printing sector by 2012 (with 

regard to the number of enterprises the figures refer to the beginning of 2014). The query of 

available statistics was supplemented by the survey results that the author conducted among 

printing companies in 2004-2008 (on applied information technologies and innovative 

behaviours), and interviews with representatives of liquidated printing companies as well as 

2012-2014 research on the efficiency of innovation processes in the printing sector and 

business cycle (Diagram 2). Statistical analyses and surveys were supplemented by 

presentations of seven printing companies which are good examples of the various 
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management models - both ineffective, carried out by the state company and those that 

underpin the success of the companies.  

These studies, apart from the documentation of the history of printing, especially during 

the transformation of the Polish economy, indicate the importance of innovative processes and 

innovations which add up to the success stories of companies. At the same time, identifying 

the regularities of effective strategies helps in making good decisions in the future. Of course, 

these regularities do not form a permanent catalogue or behavioural schema. The changing 

environment and, especially in the case of the media sector, new information technologies 

make that the canon of model decisions require modifications. And if there is a universal 

message in it, it is undoubtedly a changeability.   

 

 

 

Diagram 2. Model of performed analyses and research (own elaboration) 
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The emergence of a free market, the emergence of competition and the abolition of 

mentioned restrictions (censorship, paper) have influenced the development of printing 

entrepreneurship and streamlined logistical processes in this sector. In addition, quality 

requirements were increasing. At the same time, in the first years of transformation, the 

financing conditions of both investment and current activity were extremely difficult. 

As a consequence, the managers had to function in unprecedented conditions. At the 

same time, the technological gap between Eastern and Western Europe made it difficult 

to reach foreign markets. It was only Poland's accession to the European Union in 2005 

that presented new perspectives to Polish companies, including new markets, and 

facilitated access to new technologies. 

The printers tried to use their chance. Companies entered the existing market niches 

or built a competitive advantage in undeveloped areas. Initially, the advantage was 

gained in the local market mainly thanks to new technologies. The demand of the home 

market clearly outpaced the printing industry's production capacity where logistics 

processes were not optimized and organisational and marketing solutions were not 

implemented.  

The results of analysis and research in the printing sector presented in the paper were 

supplemented by the information included in the NIK report which examined the 

transformation processes in selected state-run printing companies. Their selection was 

not accidental - control was carried out only for those entities in which the process of 

transformation aroused objections. There is therefore no reason to make generalized 

conclusions, that is in respect to all state-owned printing companies. However, the 

identified negative phenomena should form a catalogue of unwanted behaviours which 

have been taken into account in the laid down recommendations. 

The situation in this sector was described on the basis of economic situation surveys. 

They were carried out in February and in September 2012 and in April 2013, and then 

repeated in the following year. The first piece of research involved 177 printing 

companies, 330 small and medium companies took part in the second survey. In the 

third one, 356 companies were surveyed, and in the fourth – 320 companies. The 

questions related to the current situation of the company, three months before the survey 

date and the three-month perspective after its completion. The 2005-2012 data query 

also included economic data on enterprise innovation expenditure. Information on the 

structure of outlays for technological, organisational and marketing innovations, as well 
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as data on future revenue changes following the implementation of innovation have 

made it possible to determine their effectiveness. 

The research identified significant determinants of development for the printing 

sector: 

1. Entrepreneurs in a negligible (insufficient) degree support their decisions by the 

results of market research.  

2. Technology providers are the dominant source of inspiration. 

3. Productivity growth in the printing sector is lower than in the general industry. 

4. Enterprises implementing technological, organisational and marketing innovations 

are most effective. To be content only with innovative technologies is ineffective. 

5. Capacity achieved exceeds market demand. 

 

Factors influencing the development of the printing industry in the years 1989-2014 are 

seen not only in the sphere of material and human capital but also in society which is treated 

as a set of values and qualities describing knowledge, human qualities and motivation, as well 

as social norms. Economic transformation cannot be seen merely as a process of 

implementing systemic reforms but also as a fundamental change in attitudes and 

expectations.  

According to GUS data from 1991, 76 state-owned and 5263 private enterprises carried out 

business activities in printing sector. Four years later, the report included 107 state-owned 

printing companies and as much as 11,510 private companies. According to the data provided, 

the number of private printing companies more than doubled between 1991 and 1995.  

The monograph shows that modern and efficient technology and organisational changes 

have resulted in increased productivity and capacity in the sector, significantly increasing the 

range of services provided. Simultaneously, the automation of the processes enforced the 

change of competencies of the employees - the craftsmen were replaced by technicians and 

engineers. Unfortunately, investments in the printing sector continue to focus primarily on the 

equipment, to the detriment of non-productive areas such as research and development, as 

well as organisation and marketing. The sector is also characterized by structural 

overproduction. Its size is estimated at up to 30%. This situation is a result of reduced demand 

for many printed products as well as increased global competition and increased machine 

efficiency. The facts highlighted and further analysed confirm the constant importance of 

technology, innovation and organisation in the printing sector. 
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Not without significance is also a change in reading habits and the increased use of internet 

and electronic media which significantly reduced the demand for printing and also had a 

negative impact on revenues from "paper" advertising. The increase in printing production is 

limited mainly to printed packaging and digital printing. At the same time, competitors from 

countries with low production costs, especially in Asia, are able to meet European quality 

standards and exert strong pressure on prices. As a result, for example, imports of printed 

products from China to the EU in the last decade have more than quadrupled
3
. 

Crises in recent years have had a major impact on the European printing industry which is 

sensitive to fluctuations in the business cycle. This caused a significant reduction in the 

demand for printed products and the increase of reluctance of financial institutions to lend to 

small and medium-sized printing enterprises (the vast majority of the sector), who lost their 

liquidity.  

Production costs rising in Europe, especially the costs of energy, raw materials and labour, 

decreased the profitability of the printing sector. As a result, it undergoes a profound 

transformation, including the liquidation of businesses and the reduction of employment. Low 

mobility of the labour force, mainly due to specialized skills specific to the printing industry, 

adds up to the consequences of unemployment in the sector. At the same time, the 

opportunities arising from the development of technology and the use of new business models 

change competences, complementing them with the skills that today's workers often fail to 

cope with. 

Strictly defined environmental requirements have a strong impact on the functioning of the 

European printing industry. It obliges companies to take real environmental actions which 

have impact to the costs incurred. Orthodox environmentalists believe that despite these 

efforts, paper printing has a negative impact on the environment.  

The emergence of new media and technology supports building closer relationships with 

customers and creating more added value by diversifying services, such as providing print 

coupled with database management. An example of this is 3D printing. The integration of 

communication and media services not only increases the range of products, but also the 

attractiveness of the sector, both for customers and employees.  

Managers of Polish printing companies did not take into account global market analyses. 

Macroeconomic processes were beyond the horizon of reflection and planning was most often 

limited to short-term microeconomic perspective. In contrast to the situation in the European 

                                                 
3
 W. Cetera, Poligrafia – wymiana handlowa 2000–2007, Promocja XXI, Warszawa 2009. 
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market, in Poland, even in 2009, printing production was still on the rise. It’s because Polish 

entrepreneur used to win the competition with printing businesses from the countries of the 

"old" European Union mainly due to lower prices. Competitive advantage based on this 

parameter, unfortunately, proved to be transitory, and investment processes taking into 

account the increasing integration of economies carried substantial risk.  

Phenomena occurring in Europe could also be observed in the local market. In 2011, the 

number of published titles decreased significantly – by 9% compared to the previous year. 

The average circulation also decreased – to 5,410 copies, which means that it was about 5% 

lower compared to 2010. Total circulation of books published in 2011 amounted to 122.4 

million copies and was about 12% lower than in the previous year.  

Changes taking place on the Polish market, especially the smaller circulation of printed 

publications, were compensated by higher export of services. The majority of managers 

attaching excessive importance to technological solutions was in the illusion of increasing 

sales of services. In the short-term, the sector in the years 2005 - 2009 could even have been 

assessed as doing well. Meanwhile, in the area of demand the printing market was undergoing 

radical transformations. 

The importance of globalization for printing is an undisputed determinant of the industry 

economic situation, as well as of other dimensions of the media in Poland. It has a paramount 

importance in the correct management strategies of the country. 

Since 2010, the growing banking crisis and the sharp fall in demand have caused problems 

for the Polish printing industry, resolving of which is the responsibility of managers, business 

organisations and the state.  

Some of these problems result from the development of electronic media which quickly 

enter the reader market. Although currently the market for e-books in Poland accounts for 2-

3% of the total book market, unlike traditional editions, it is developing very dynamically. 

This process is supported by environmentalists who pay attention to improving the 

environment by distribution of electronic books.  

Currently there is a number of negative phenomena in the printing sector in our country. 

Companies have excess production capacity. It is accompanied by short-term production 

planning and falling prices of services. Most companies underestimate marketing and 

organisational innovations and too much importance is still attached to technology. As a 

result, the financial situation of enterprises is deteriorating. The research conducted by the 

author shows that only 10% of companies develop dynamically, responding to changes in the 
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demand. The indicated phenomena demonstrate the fundamental role of management in the 

printing industry and indicate the use of tools that go beyond technology. 

It is worth noting that, against the background of the whole sector of small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs), the level of education of the managers of printing companies is at a 

good level - higher education degrees were held by relatively more managers of the surveyed 

companies than in all SMEs in Poland.  

A characteristic feature of this sector is the high dynamics of technical and organisational 

changes. Consequently, the period of moral consumption of the introduced technology is not 

in line with the generally five-year depreciation standard. In addition, while the profitability 

of production is falling, high interest rates on loans delay innovation processes in enterprises, 

because the benefits of innovation are only slightly greater than their cost of financing. 

The managers of small and medium enterprises notice barriers to business - mainly in 

external factors, including difficult-to-access loans and the lack of alternative sources of 

financing.  

Unfortunately, their positive attitude to technology is not accompanied by the efficient use 

of financial instruments in the management process. Entrepreneurs are poorly using loans for 

new technologies. The share of own captial in these activities is worryingly high. The reason 

for the small share of external financing is the procedures of financial institutions and the fear 

of their stronger position.  

Research shows that a much safer way of financing (apart from own capital) is credit.  

Another conclusion resulting from the carried out analyses is the underestimation of the 

function of modern financial instruments in printing.  

On the whole, printing company managers do not cooperate with scientific institutions and 

other research units. This has a negative impact on the innovativeness of their businesses. It is 

also bad practice to entrust planning innovation to the main technology vendors. In a rapidly 

changing reality, the lack of knowledge about prospects for the development of the sector and 

reliable forecasts can cause serious problems. For example, a company's financial outlays may 

be aimed at ineffective services disappearing from the global market. 

There is no economic analysis of the printing sector in Polish literature. Planning its future 

comes down to taking the advice of technology vendors and observing the changing foreign 

markets. Imitation, even that of an innovative partner or competitor, is not enough to lead the 

way in the global economy in the perspective of a few years.  
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Taking into account the results of the carried out research, the author of the monograph 

presents proposals of changes for companies, research and development institutions, and the 

state.  

Business-related organisations should play a big role in this process. Unfortunately, their 

functioning has not undergone a transformation.  

The following research results, which are also conclusions to be taken into account in 

managing businesses, should have a positive impact not only on the innovativeness of printing 

companies, but also on the whole sector of small and medium enterprises, and consequently 

also on its economic condition. Implementing many of these conclusions in the form of 

proposals does not require financial outlays or only a small investment is required.  

With regard to printing companies in their pursuit of increasing innovation activity, it is 

advisable for
4
: 

1. small and medium-sized business managers to expand their expertise on a regular 

basis on both business and general economics and finance;  

2. managerial positions should be taken by educated managers who notice 

opportunities for innovation also outside the technological sphere. In the 

management process, they would also reach for organisational and marketing 

innovations in order to make better use of their company’s resources; 

3. entrepreneurs, by introducing innovations and initiating innovation activities in 

their companies, were guided not only by basic economic criteria such as cost 

reduction, quality improvement and expanding the ranges of offered services, but 

also set goals beyond both the immediate need for high profitability and beyond 

short time perspective; 

4. when undertaking innovative actions, entrepreneurs also sought inspiration outside 

of local markets; competing in the European market for printing services should be 

the norm, since the alignment of standards between companies from different 

countries is an obvious reason for introducing innovation; 

5. entrepreneurs, while implementing innovations, took into account the fact that the 

source of competitive advantage is not only the size and cost of production. In 

small and medium-sized printing companies, the uniqueness of the provided 

services is also important;  

                                                 
4 

These proposals do not require financial outlays. 
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6. by using EU funds, companies have benefited from economic analyses that take 

into account not only the technological aspects recommended by technology 

providers (even innovative ones), but also forecasts concerning the whole sector; 

7. in the current legal situation, entrepreneurs, when financing innovative ventures, 

often resorted to loans, while limiting financing in the form of leasing;  

8. entrepreneurs, more thoroughly than before, observed the changes around them and 

recognised the needs of customers - both potential needs and service standards. 

Companies must not only adapt to the current needs of their customers but should 

also anticipate their change.  

9.  An important element in the management of a printing company is the linking of 

its strategy of operation and development with the globalization of the industry. 

 

In this context, observation and analysis of the behaviour of the entire printing market, 

especially of competitors, is important. The following proposals require financial outlays: 

1. companies, when undertaking innovative activities, must cooperate more 

frequently with consulting firms, universities and R&D units - confining 

themselves to their own knowledge and experience is a mistake; 

2. they should also pay more attention to the continuous training of workers, at all 

levels, in in the specialised services they provide;  

3. the management must strive to shape employees' pro-innovation attitudes, 

overcoming their fear of change; 

4. when looking for inspiration in innovative activity, entrepreneurs should more 

frequently cooperate in the production process, but also come up with their own 

ideas, especially in the field of marketing and management organisation - unique 

own technology also requires unique customer service;  

5. companies should take advantage of the support of financial specialists or 

consulting firms more often; 

6. companies should use information technology, especially software which 

supports management; in this case, entrepreneurs must remember that IT 

knowledge gained by employees favours the implementation of this technology;  

7. companies should more frequently participate in international trade fairs and 

exhibitions so that they are more effective in increasing export to the East and the 

West. 
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In the case of research and development institutions, practically all the proposed innovative 

actions require financial outlays. However, in the printing sector, which is experiencing rapid, 

even revolutionary technological changes, the activities of these institutions (e.g. the Central 

Research and Development of the Printing Industry Centre - COBRPP) should include:  

1. comparative studies of foreign markets both in terms of the demand and supply of 

printing services; 

2. analyses concerning the determination of optimal regulations related to the 

conduct of business activities in the technological, economic and legal spheres; 

3. preparing and publishing forecasts taking into account the sector's long-term 

development prospects; 

4. information on the latest printing technologies and prospects for their use; 

5. cooperation with entrepreneurs by organising training in economics, production 

management, business and finance management, taking into account the specific 

nature of the sector; 

6. better communication between them and entrepreneurs, including by publishing 

research results in specialist press or by presenting them on their own websites; 

7. supporting research activities undertaken in comapnies;  

8. establishing cooperation with foreign R&D units, especially in preparing sector 

development forecasts.  

 

The state, understood in this case as central and local administration, as well as legislature, 

should support the activities of small and medium-sized enterprises. Almost immediately, 

without excessive financial outlays - which is important during a crisis - it can support the 

innovation of small and medium-sized enterprises. This can be done by creating a legal 

environment that facilitates innovation activities and reduces the risk of entrepreneurs by:  

1. the statutory reduction of depreciation periods of innovative technologies (this is a 

task for the legislature);  

2. financial support for legal services to help businesses in crisis situations (such 

services could be provided by industry organisations or entrepreneur 

associations).  

 

In the long run, it seems that it is necessary to undertake actions requiring outlays. 

This includes: 
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1. supporting companies conducting research e.g. by refinancing part of their outlays 

in the event of production start-up or publication of the results of this research; 

2. providing organisational and financial support for institutions organising training 

for managers of small and medium-sized enterprises5; 

3. supporting guarantee funds making it possible to finance innovation; 

4. influencing the banking system (e.g. additional guarantees or the obligation to 

create smaller reserves for granted loans) to simplify credit procedures related to 

innovation activities; 

5. creation of a research unit which would be competitive to COBRPP and would 

include economic and organisational issues in its research plans. 

 

The results of conducted studies that are presented in the monograph have been used in 

practice, in particular, those regarding the financing of business, especially innovative 

technologies. They have confirmed the thesis on the defective legal structure and commonly 

used practice of general leasing agreement terms. These results have been used by the Fair 

Business Association (of which I am the president since 2005). This association, on the basis 

of the conclusions of the above-mentioned works and studies, has prepared a draft amendment 

to the regulations on leasing contracts and presented it at the Polish parliament meeting of the 

"Friendly State" Commission. The conducted actions were successful - changes were 

implemented in the area of leasing. As a result, leasing contracts, 250,000 of which are 

concluded each year, have become safer for entrepreneurs, especially for small and medium-

sized businesses. 

 

------------------------------------ 

Apart from the monograph discussed above, a considerable part of my research was 

devoted to the printing sector. I primarily dealt with innovation - an important component of 

logistics - in the printing industry, the behaviour of innovative enterprises and the cooperation 

of entrepreneurs with R&D units.  

                                                 
5 In 2010, the Polish Agency for Enterprise Development started the implementation of the system project 

"Professional qualifications of employees responding to the needs of enterprises" ("Business for Education"). 

The aim of the project is to promote cooperation of entrepreneurs with educational institutions (higher education 

institutions, vocational schools) in the field of the modernisation of the educational offer and adaptation to the 

needs of the labour market. 
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A major contribution of mine to the evaluation of the printing industry was the proposal of 

systematising the 25 years of its functioning, i.e. its development in the years 1989-2014. 

Ultimately, the period of transformation ("Polish Printing in Transition", 2015) was 

systematised. The following periods were distinguished: 

- the rapid development of printing companies (1989-1995); 

- the maturity and stabilisation of the printing sector (1996-2004); 

- investments and the consolidation of competitive advantage (2005-2009); 

- the reduction and restructuring of the sector (2010-2014 and later).  

 

In the years 1989-1995, printing companies were established spontaneously primarily due 

to the availability of means of production (printing machinery and devices).  

Most printing equipment came from the secondary market - from printing plants under 

liquidation, belonging to large companies and social organisations. The machine operators 

"privatised" the machinery on which they worked and started their own businesses.  

The demand for printing services increased much faster than their supply. The available 

data shows that this was the time of above-average profitability of this sector. What is 

characteristic of this period is the basis of competitive advantage and the guarantee of 

economic success, which was to possess the basic means of production (any printing 

machine).  

In the following years, 1996 -2004, the market added quality to the requirements set on 

the printing production. The requirements of customers were increasingly greater. Companies 

offering multicolour printing on a single-colour machine were slowly disappearing from the 

market. Thus, printing plants started to invest in equipment. This was mostly Czech, Slovak 

and German equipment. Customers expected good quality products that were made on time. 

The number of single-person enterprises declined in this period. Keeping the proverbial 

garage company became impossible. Printing companies developed, creating a customer 

service and sales departments. This points to the next element (quality) of the management 

process that influences the development of the printing company. They also had to 

increasingly often solicit customers. It has become evident that it is not enough just to possess 

professional competences. At the same, Polish companies were entering Western European 

markets. They offered quality comparable to European companies and low prices for their 

services. Relatively low costs (among others, due to low salaries of employees) were the basis 

for gaining competitive advantage. 
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Without a doubt, the years 2005-2010 were the period of the largest investments for 

printing industry. EU funds and open European markets after Polish accession to the 

European Union were the driving force for the development of this sector of the economy. 

Companies received considerable resources of new means of production. New technologies 

were also expected to be the source of reduction in labour costs (more efficient machines, 

shorter set-up times). This proposal distinguishes another factor of competitive advantage - 

cost reduction.  

The last highlighted period begins in 2010. In 2011, the number of published titles 

decreased significantly – by 9% compared to the previous year. The average circulation also 

decreased – to 5,410 copies, which means that it was about 5% lower compared to 2010. Total 

circulation of books published in 2011 amounted to 122.4 million copies and was about 12% 

lower than in the previous year. 

- - - - - - - - 

In summarising the discussion of my literature, I would like to add that all of these 

publications were the first in the printing sector in Poland, in which an analysis of the 

economic situation of media companies was conducted. They also dealt with the issues of 

building effective behavioural models as well as formulating recommendations for both 

entrepreneurs and the business environment. 

It is noteworthy that the long-term research of the printing industry has made it possible to 

assess the effectiveness of technological, organisational and marketing innovations ("The 

effectiveness of innovations in the printing industry", 2016). The study includes calculations 

parameters of the scientometric model defining the relationship between logistics 

expenditures, and within it expenditures on technological, organisational and marketing 

innovations in the Polish printing sector. The proposed model is the first of its kind prepared 

for printing companies and has no equivalent in literature regarding other sectors. Its use 

points to the desirability of finding competitive advantage also outside technology.  

The parameters of the presented model confirm the effectiveness of marketing 

innovations - each 1% of sales allocated to this kind of innovation gives almost fivefold 

returns (4.98). In the case of organisational innovations, 1% of company sales allocated 

for their implementation results in increased sales per employee of 4.66%. Expenditure 

on technological innovations is the least effective - only 1.21%. The relationship between 

outlays on different types of innovation show that the attachment of entrepreneurs to modern 

technologies is not justified. It turns out that the opposite is true - too much importance placed 
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on them without spending on marketing and organisational innovation can be a reason for 

losing competitive advantage. 

I pointed to a complex situation in the printing sector in scientific publications printed in 

2012-2016. These were the following papers: “The Economic Situation in the Printing Sector" 

(2013), "Polish Printing in Transition" (2015), "The Dynamics of Changes in the Printing 

Sector" (2015), "The Effectiveness of Innovations in the Polish Printing Industry" (2016), and 

in eight popular publications. I presented the research results on the Polish printing industry at 

an international conference organised by the Rochester Institute of Technology (NY USA) in 

2014. I presented a paper on the "Transformation of the Polish printing industry - 1989-2014". 

I would like to emphasise that I was the first representative of Polish science to take part in 

this forum, which is one of the most important research centres dealing with research on the 

printing industry, including the economical and organisational problems. 

In addition, since 2014 I have published 13 scientific articles and books, some of which are 

devoted to the media. They include: “The Availability of Internet Services for People with 

Disabilities" (2015), "TV License Fee or the Mission - a Step Towards Economic" (2015), 

"Logistics and Administration in the Media - Theoretical and Applied Aspects" (2015, ed.), 

"Media Logistics" (2016), "IT Press for Youth 1986-1989. IKS – IT, Computers, Systems - a 

case study” (2015).  

By taking up the topics indicated above, I pay particular attention to the economic aspects 

of the functioning of the media. I would like to emphasise that this these topics indicates the 

identity of my scientific and didactic discipline. It also represents a large area of my research 

interests. 

The results of the conducted surveys allow me to indicate, among other things, a 

significant negative impact of the increase in the share of revenue from TV licence fees in the 

income of channels on their ratings („TV licence fee or the mission – a step towards 

economic”, 2015).  

Despite the steady increase in the number of households with access to the Internet, almost 

30% remain without access. I discussed this issue in the work “The availability of Internet 

services for people with disabilities” (2015). No technical infrastructure, and quite a negative 

attitude to the Internet of people not benefiting from it effectively delays the development of 

this technology. The situation in Poland in comparison to the European Union is not 

optimistic. The area of digital exclusion is much larger - a large group of people with 

disabilities is beyond the reach of the Internet because of the inadequacy of technology to 

meet their needs. Internet services in the vast majority do not meet the requirements described 
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in the WCAG 2.0 specification. This applies to sites of state institutions as well as commercial 

websites. In the case of public websites regulations make it obligatory to adapt websites to the 

needs of people with disabilities. On the other hand, commercial services have no such 

obligation. It can be expected that only noticing the large group of people with disabilities as 

consumers will cause that economic entities will start building a competitive advantage in this 

market and creating a friendly corporate image.  

 

One of my most significant studies involved defining the identity of the new didactic 

direction in media education - Media Logistics (2016) . The dynamics of changes in the media 

sector and their innovative nature, including technological and organisational transformations, 

as well as marketing processes, imply the need to formulate research problems in the field of 

media logistics and create research facilities for new mass media. My contribution to building 

the identity of this discipline of science includes the formulation of research problems, 

including:  

1. The range of specialist, undefined, basic knowledge in Media Logistics - the 

framework of logistics education of media sector experts. 

2. The search for effective tools and strategies for acquiring new sources of journalistic 

and business information, and their use in communication and 

media education.  

    3. The creation and use of Big Data analysis methods, including Open Data.  

4. Research on marketing processes in the Internet. 

5. The analysis and development of new content management strategies for new media and 

journalism (rich media, content creation). 

6. Research and development of business models for new media (e.g. the introduction of 

paywalls, Freemium vs traditional revenue models, other strategies generating income for 

new media). 

 

At the same time, based on my previous managerial experience and media market analysis, 

I believe that media logistics cannot avoid the role of a permanent "consultant" for media 

companies. Therefore, it faces tasks that cannot be avoided, especially: 

1. advisory support for small broadcasters (formerly the Institute of Journalism and 

now the Faculty of Journalism, Information and Bibliology has been hosting for the 

past three years thematic conferences on this topic, of which I am the organiser);  

2. stimulating the transfer of technologies;  
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3. creating methods for the effective application of information technology in the 

media and media education; 

4. supporting the optimal use of network information resources in running a business;  

5. supporting the creation and absorption of innovations and innovative behaviours in 

the media and media education; 

6. presenting and popularising (education) the latest technological, organisational and 

marketing solutions in the field of communication potential of the virtual world and 

the use of existing and new sources of information;  

7. supporting investment in the realisation of the statutory activities of the media and 

in media education. 

 

Media Logistics is a new direction of education (a sub-discipline of media science), so its 

identity is in statu nascendi. Dynamically developing technologies will not allow to determine 

its final shape and area of interest. One of the first attempts to describe terminology related to 

this field was "Management, IT - the Thematic Lexicon”, intended for students of Logistics. It 

contains definitions of terms related to media logistics. It was released in 2014 and from 

today's perspective, although still useful, it needs to be updated.  

 

To summarise my research achievements, exemplified by the presented publications, I 

would like to point out that their common denominator is the problem of improving 

management as a component of media logistics. Equally important is the identification of 

transient and emerging challenges in the field of organising the functioning of the media in 

the context of their effectiveness. 

 

  

B.  Research projects 

After the defense of my PhD, I completed two research projects: 

1. The SIMP project: Study of the economic situation in the printing sector 2011, 

2012, 2013, 2014 

The project was carried out on behalf of the Printing Section of the Association of Polish 

Engineers and Mechanics. It included a unique survey of the printing sector in Poland. The 

results confirmed the sensitivity of the Polish printing industry to the economic downturn. 
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The previously defined state of printing companies seeking competitive advantage in the field 

of technology determined the inertia of businesses, and in the case of deterioration of the 

economic situation made it difficult to overcome the crisis. 

The project was based on quarterly studies of the printing industry. The four year research 

period revealed excess production capacity while at the same time obsolete means of 

production. There were not many pro-innovative attitudes of entrepreneurs reported. Research 

conducted in accordance with the GUS methodology was the only measure of the economic 

situation in the sector.  

  

 

2. The dynamics of changes in the printing sector between 1989 and 2014 and the 

prospects of its restructuring in 2015-2025  

The project was a continuation of earlier research, but it was carried out at the Institute of 

Journalism at the University of Warsaw. Therefore, the influence of media convergence on 

this sector and the development of media logistics was also analysed. The research confirmed 

a negative impact of media convergence on printing.  

The project comprehensively analysed the printing industry, paying particular attention to 

the relations between the media and printing technologies. The hypothesis about the non-

adaptation of the printing industry to the changes in traditional printed media was confirmed, 

including the need for organisational transformations and the need for continuous education 

of employees. 

 

 

3. The methodological assumptions of the project concerning research using Big 

Data tools on the subject of R&D&I activities of the National Center for 

Research and Development 

In my work on finding optimal solutions in managing the basic raw material of the media - 

information, I initiated (in 2015) a project identifying the current problems of modern science 

in the largo sense. On the one hand, the project was intended to highlight the importance of 

R&D&I in terms of its development; on the other hand, its purpose was to build a tool that 

would be a unique generator of media information which are hidden in zettabytes of Internet 

information resources - Big Data. The implementation of the project’s goal was possible 

thanks to the experience of participating representatives of the Media Information Technology 
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Department and my research on the printing sector, in which I used to some extent Internet 

information refining tools. 

I prepared the methodological assumptions for the project concerning research using Big 

Data tools on the subject of R&D&I activities. The study covered Internet resources and 

structured and unstructured collections which were subjected to the method of information 

refinement and analysis of sentiments containing R&D&I information. The assumptions of 

the project included the possibility of refining information from large Internet resources (Big 

Data) and the premises resulting from sentiment analysis.  

The concept of refining, which includes the specialised analysis of unstructured (mainly 

textual) data, is derived from Data Mining
6
. This is a process of identifying or finding 

information from large structured, mostly quantitative (non-text) data sets. It is most often 

used to find patterns in certain processes, to discover unknown structures and correlations to 

formulate hypotheses.  

One of the well-established pillars of refining is Culturomics. It covers activities related to 

the exploration of cultural trends by analysing extensive collections making it possible to 

observe the functioning of societies. Using Culturomics tools effectively signals important 

cultural, scientific, and historical changes. Bearing in mind the broader spectrum of Big Data 

information, the process of acquiring new information, mainly from the world wide web, has 

been termed refining. It allows you to see secondary information in the area of basic 

information, which are hidden in web resources.  

The data obtained in this way not only provides an overview of the needs and behaviour of 

individual users but also the community as a whole. Refining allows you to obtain numbers 

describing the values of selected dimensions of the the studied object. For example, the 

number of positive (one dimension) and negative (second dimension) opinions about a chosen 

person, event, company (the object of refining). Dimension values allow you to monitor the 

change of the object subjected to refining, determine its current state, and estimate its future 

changes. An example of the use of this information are alerts - automatic notifications of 

important status changes of the refined subject of research to the user (e.g. exceeding the 

threshold of the measured value). 

                                                 
6
 W. Gogołek, D. Jaruga, “Research on the network refining system - Identification of sentiments", Media 

Studies 2016 No. 4 (67). 
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With regard to the media, it is also about automatic monitoring of the web for the most 

popular information being quantified. Refinement involves three principles of acquiring 

information from Big Data: 

 first - quantitative evaluation of the object being studied, e.g. the number of 

occurrences of particular words; 

 second - contextual evaluation of the subject of research, e.g. the number of 

occurrences of the word "education" next to words such as: “universal", "primary", 

"national", "western", etc.; 

third - evaluation of sentiments related to the subject of research, e.g. numbers  

 

Using the right tools to refine millions of online posts, blogs and articles allows to 

obtain previously unnoticed information about social phenomena, states, organisations, and 

individuals. Refinements can also provide valuable information about the emotional 

assessment of relationships, such as: sympathy, resentment/bitterness, sense of happiness, 

optimism, pessimism, fear, anxiety. This process is referred to as "sentiment analysis". 

 Refining enables to detect at a given confidence level the past image and the current 

status of the information, or even forecast the future. For example, with regard to the past and 

the present, the corpus of more than 5 million digital books enables a quantitative assessment 

of cultural trends, using collective memory that includes a variety of publications, as well as 

recognition of technology adaptations or the history of epidemiology or change in the 

presence of words related to education. Another example of new data acquired from refining 

is the combination of traditional sources of information with relatively new sources - 

crowdsourcing. All in all, combined with traditional resources, we can obtain a more reliable 

picture of the world, for example, with regard to improving procedures for the selection of 

current topics for media publications.  

Thus the use of this research method in R&D&I is justified. This is confirmed, among 

other things, by the highest rating of the University of Warsaw (V.2017) of the 

aforementioned project which identifies the current problems of contemporary science. 

 

4. Exploration of data sources related to R&D&I 

The project - in the form of an Information Refinement System (RI) - is being 

implemented for the National Research and Development Centre since June 2017. The 

development of RI was commissioned as a result of a tender in which documentation was 

evaluated in terms of its content (methodology, data sources, and hypothesis testing) and 
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prices (with a 10% weight). Together with Prof. W. Gogołek, I am the co-author of the RI 

concept and the substantive and formal tender documentation. 

The proposed methodology involves the exploration of Big Data resources, that is, the 

manipulation of information, and therefore the essential subject of media education. Refining 

of information will enable to achieve the purpose indicated by the National Research and 

Development Centre (the Ordering Party), which is to provide valuable, up-to-date 

information related to the research subject. The project is unique, innovative, and valued at 

1,820,400 PLN.  

 The multidisciplinary methodology of the highly rated project introduces methods and 

tools derived from other fields (IT, statistics, linguistics, and bibliology) to media sciences, 

thus shaping the identity of media logistics as a sub-discipline of media science. 

 

 

C. Internships 

 In 2015 I completed an academic internship at the Ukrainian Academy of Printing in Lviv. I 

participated in a scientific and didactic project entitled "The Development of Multimedia 

Technologies in Ukraine". At the seminars in UAK, I also presented the programme of studies 

realised in the Institute of Journalism of the University of Warsaw, in the course of studies 

entitled Media Logistics.  

 

D. Conferences 

During the post-doctoral period, I participated in 8 conferences: 

15. „Transformation of the Polish printing industry (1989-2014)”. Summit 2014, RIT, 

Rochester 2014.  

16. “The dynamics of changes in the printing sector”. The 1st Media Logistics Conference, 

ID UW, Warsaw 2014 (member of the Scientific Council, Chairman of the Organising 

Committee). 

17.  The International Product and Packaging Conference, Lodz, 24-25.11.2014. 

18. “The availability of Internet services for people with disabilities”. The 17th 

International Scientific and Technical Conference "Ergonomics for the Disabled - 

Social and Professional Integration", the Lodz University of Technology, 2015. 
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19. “IT press for youth 1986-1989. IKS – IT, Computers, Systems - a case study”. HIGH-

TECH behind Iron Curtain, electronics, computers and control systems in the People’s 

Republic of Poland, Katowice, 23–24.09.2015. 

20. “Mission or subscription - a step beyond the media market.” The 2nd Conference of 

Media Logistics - Regional Media, ID UW, Warsaw 2015 (Member of the Scientific 

Council). 

21. “Big Data - in sociological research". Methodological Inspirations 2016 - Quantitative 

research in social sciences - challenges and problems. The Institute of Philosophy and 

Sociology, the Polish Academy of Sciences, Jabłonna, 28-30.09.2016. 

22. “Between money and the audience". The 3rd Conference of Media Logistics - Regional 

Media, Monetization. WDIiB UW, Warsaw 2016 (member of the Scientific Council, 

Chairman of the Organising Committee). 

 

I was a speaker at all conferences. The most important event was Summit 2014, held at 

the Rochester Institute of Technology. My speech concerned the printing industry in Poland 

and the problems accompanying its transformation in the years 1990-2014. I was the first 

representative of Poland at this most important forum of scientists connected with the printing 

industry. In addition, during informal meetings, I presented my two years of experience in 

running the Media Logistics course of studies, which corresponded with the RIT Cross Media 

Innovation Centre.  

The Media Logistics Conferences were particularly important to me. Three editions have 

been organised: in 2014, 2015, and 2016. I was chairman of the organising committee and a 

member of the scientific council \at each of them. These conferences have become a forum 

for determining the identity of media logistics. Several dozen people attended the events, and 

the two-day debates were a forum for the exchange of experiences for researchers dealing 

with media logistics, including its economics and technology. The 2nd Conference was 

attended by representatives of the Ukrainian Academy of Printing - Rector Prof. Bohdan 

Durnyak and Vice-Rector Prof. Yaroslav Uhryn. 

The conferences were an opportunity for establishing direct contacts with representatives 

of academic circles from outside Poland and were a forum promoting a new direction of 

research and field of studies - Media Logistics. The results of the conference were 

documented by post-conference monographs, of which I was an editor (in 2015 with K. 

Kowalik, in 2016 - with A. Opolska-Bieleńska). 
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E. Teaching 

Subjects 

I conduct classes - according to my own programme in terms of selecting the content and 

used forms - at the University of Warsaw (Institute of Journalism, currently at the Faculty of 

Journalism, Information and Bibliology) on the following subjects: 

1. The economics of media enterprises.  

2. Media economics  

3. Logistics and supply chain management  

4. Corporate logistics 

5. Process Design  

6. Risk management  

7. Economics  

8. Transport economics  

9. Finance and Accounting  

10. Management of production and services  

 

Promotion of diploma theses 

I was a thesis supervisor of 42 undergraduate papers, a reviewer of 22 BA theses and 22 

MA theses. 

 

Assistant supervisor in doctoral dissertation 

In the years 2015-2017, I was in charge of the promotion of a doctoral dissertation  

by Rafał Głębocki entitled “Model of IT education in post-middle schools in the web society" 

. The thesis was defended in March 2017. 

I am also an assistant supervisor of the doctoral dissertation by Patryk Makulski entitled 

“New communication technologies in building the brand of Polish cities". Planned defense - 

autumn 2017. 

https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-M-D1EPME
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-D6EKSP-LMM
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-D4LZLD
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-Z4LOPR
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-D4PRPR
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-Z1EKON
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-D3EKTR
https://usosweb.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/kontroler.php?_action=katalog2/przedmioty/pokazPrzedmiot&kod=2101-LM-L-D3ZAPU
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Authorship of study programmes 

 

Updating programmes 

I am the co-author of changes in the BA programme in Media Logistics and the co-

author of the MA programme (launched in 2016). When designing the programmes, I used 

my managerial experience and I believe that the defined set of competences of graduate 

students in Media Logistics will enable them to find employment on the market. 13 high 

school graduates per 1 place applied to join this programme. 

 

New programmes  

Since 2016, the Faculty of Journalism, Information and Bibliography features a second 

degree programme in Media Logistics - I am the co-author of the programme (together 

with K. Kowalik). 

I am also the author of the programme of engineering studies in Media Logistics and the 

postgraduate programme in Media Information Technologies. From the observation of the 

careers of graduates of BA studies and the activity of students of the third year of studies, I 

believe the graduate profile is adapted to the needs of the labour market.  

The MA programme has been supplemented with the subject of software supporting 

management. Thanks to cooperation with COMARCH S.A., the computer lab was 

provided free of charge with ERP software (30 workstations). 

 

Care for students 

In 2015, during the Poznan International Fair, I was the organiser and curator of a 

conference organised by students of Media Logistics:  

a. Forum of Innovators,  

b. Transformation in the Media Market. 

These events were an important experience for the students involved, as well as 

promotion of a new field of study. 

In addition, I am a supporter of scientific activity and participation of students in 

industry meetings, which is beneficial for building their social capital.  

 Thanks to my initiative, Media Logistics students participate in summer workshops 

organised by Heidelberg Polska Sp. z o.o., which are held in Heidelberg (Germany).  
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Two students who have written dissertations under my supervision have published 

articles related to conducted research in the monthly "The Economics and Organisation of 

Businesses” (list B - 12 points). 

 

F.   Reviews 

 

In the last two years I have written ten reviews. 

Economics and Organisation of Enterprises:  

1. Aleksandra Gancarczyk, „Crowdfunding”, 2016. 

2. Jędrzej Skrzypczak, "Regional companies of the Polish Radio and the implementation 

of the public mission in the digital age", 2016. 

3. Agata Opolska-Bielańska, "Social responsibility as an element of the media 

functioning", 2016. 

4.  Magdalena Bigaj, "Polish Video on Demand (VOD) market. Internet users' preferences 

and access to illegal sources", 2016. 

5. Piotr Kubiszewski, "Strategies for selling online content", 2016. 

6. Wlodzimierz Gogołek, " Refining large scale network resources - Big Data. 

Journalistic source of information", 2016. 

7. Patryk Makulski, "Open Data in city management", 2016. 

8. Olaf Flak, "Using organisational size layout to measure manager activity", 2017. 

 

Lodz University of Technology Faculty of Management 

1. Gabriela Kmita-Fudalej, Włodzimierz Szewczyk, "Cardboard as food packaging 

material", 2017. 

2. Małgorzata Kwiecień, Konrad Olejnik, "Technical aspects of paper product pollution", 

2017. 

 

G. Popular science publications: 

23. “The prosperity in the printing sector". “The World of Printing" 2012/04, pp. 74-76. 

24. “The prosperity in the printing sector". “The World of Printing" 2012/12, p. 27. 

25. „Great Changes in the Printing Industry”. “The World of Printing” 2013, s.17. 

26.  “The prosperity in the printing sector". SFB, Warsaw 2013, p. 20. 
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27. “The situation in the printing sector". “The World of Printing" 2013/10, pp. 70-72.  

28. “Evolution of the media, evolution of printing. SUMMIT 2014”. „The World of 

Printing” 2014/12, p.19 

29. “Report from SUMMIT conference 2014, Rochester, 15-16 October 2014". “Media 

Studies" 2014/4, pp.170-174.  

30. “Transformation in the media market". “The World of Printing" 2015/1, pp. 19-22. 

31. “25 years of Polish Printing in Transition". “The World of Printing" 2015/4, pp.19-25. 

32. “The dynamics of changes in the printing sector”. “The World of Printing" 2015/5. 

33. “Logistics and administration in the media". “The World of Printing" 2015/11. 

34. “Innovations, processes and innovative behaviours. Teaching materials. Heidelberg Sp. 

z o.o. Warszawa 2016, pp. 48. 

 

 

H. Expert activity 

An important area of my professional and scientific activity is innovation. I am the author 

of dozens of opinions on technological, marketing and organisational innovations. Expert 

opinions related to the application of the latest solutions in practice. The studies were carried 

out on behalf of the public administration, financial institutions and courts. For the central 

state administration I have written expert opinions and opinions related to the activities of 

media technology companies. Among the ordering parties is also the church administration. 

I have performed the expert opinions for: 

1. Ministry of Economy 

1. Expert opinion on the detailed determination of the state of machines and 

equipment existing in the company "Drukarnia S. Buszczyńskiego" in Torun, 

ul. Mostowa 3 on February 5, 1946, Warsaw 2011.  

2. Opinion on the detailed determination of the actual employment capacity of 

employees directly employed in production on one shift in an enterprise „ST. 

BURTAN I Sp.” cERAMIC PLANTS in Cracow, ul. Basztowa 17, Cegielnia 

- Zielonki, on February 5, 1946, Warsaw 2011.  
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2. Ministry of Education (Annex 8) 

1. Opinion on the technology of production of the textbook for initial 

education. Warszawa 2016. 

2. Opinion on the technology of production of the textbook for mathematics 

education. Warszawa 2016. 

 

3. Publishing House and Bookshop of St. Wojciech Curia Archdiocese in Poznan 

(Annex 9, 10)  

1. Opinion indicating the quantitative status of machines and equipment (fixed 

assets) in the company Publishing House and Bookshop of St. Wojciech Sp. 

z o.o. based in Poznań, located in Poznań, ul. Piotra Wawrzyniaka 37, 39, 

41, ul. Jackowskiego 30 i al. K. Marcinkowskiego 21 on February 5, 1946. 

Review by W. Gogołek, W. Ceter, Warsaw 2014. 

 

4. Courts - expert witnesses opinions on: 

1. valuation of machinery, equipment and rights (6), 

2. products quality and correctness of the quality assurance system (8), 

3. innovation of equipment and organisational solutions (3). 

 

5. Organisations and business entities (opinions on innovation):  

1. Innovation of the KIP C7800 printing machine, printing in LED technology, 

Warsaw 2012. 

2. Packaging production technology supplemented with improved printing 

technique using hot- stamping foil, Warsaw 2014. 

3. New technology for printing and refining the surface of luxury products 

packaging, Warsaw 2014.  

4. Opinion on the implementation of innovative technology - Drukarnia 

MULTIPRESS Sp. z o.o. (action 4.3), Warsaw, March 2014. 

5.  Opinion on economically justified repair costs. Commercial Court, XXVI 

Department, Warsaw, November 2014.  
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6. Opinion on the verification of the cause and economic consequences of 

failure of the printing machine, Open Expert, June 2014.  

7. Opinion on technology innovation, KEA, Warsaw, February 2014.  

8. Opinion on innovative character of new technology, Polish Printing 

Publishing, Warsaw, October 2014.  

9. Opinion on the innovative character of the production technology of coated 

and uncoated cardboard packaging with increased printing performance, 

Warsaw, October 2015. 

10. Opinion on the innovative character of the production of high quality books 

and industry catalogues containing a connection to the three-dimensional 

expanded reality, Warsaw 2015. 

11. Opinion on innovative organisational, technological and hardware solutions 

for the launch of new printing products under the implementation of project 

entitled "Growth of innovation and competitiveness of CGS Drukarnia Sp. z 

o.o. by investing in the LED UV printing machine for the purpose of 

producing high quality books and catalogues containing the connection to the 

three dimensional expanded reality ", Warszawa 2015. 

12. Control system of on-line packaging production. Warsaw, 2016 

 

I. Other competences 

SIMP Certified Expert (Attachment 5) 

105 - advocate on innovation,  

120 - marketing and management in industry,  

217 - printing machinery and technology,  

830 - valuation of machinery and equipment. 

  

I hold the following qualifications: 

1. Mediator (Fair Business Association, which I am the president of, is on the 

mediation centres list at the District Court in Warsaw); 

2. Member of supervisory boards ( registered in the database of candidates for 

members of supervisory boards by MSP since 2014) (appendix 6). 
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